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knowledge gained from other surveys made by the British expedi-
tion, it was determined that this western coast continues unbroken
from at least 450 miles from Matha Bay (in 66° 45' S.) and that
Graham Land is hence not an archipelago. The western side of the
strait was found to be the eastern coast of Alexander I Land, which,
therefore, is much larger than assumed from the work of Belling-
hausen in 1821 and Charcot in 1909. The Graham Land coast o£
the channel was characterised by eruptive rocks akin to those of the
same coast farther north. On the great bluff of the Alexander I Land
side stratified sedimentary rocks were exposed that yielded fossil
invertebrates and plants that will probably serve to interpret the
structure and age of the adjacent Graham Land mountain arc. "The
strait is bounded on either side," the dispatch continues, "by such
strangely different ranges that it must be one of the most impres-
sive fault features of the earth's surface."
On the long north-south range shown in Ellsworth's photographs,
from which the Society's map was constructed, exposures of (Stratified
rock seem clearly evident in a number of places. When the two sec-
tions of the map based on photographs taken on the opposite sides
of the flight route were, during construction, "hung" on the route
according to the interpretation of the time record, the ranges with
stratified exposures on both sides of the route fell into alignment
This would make it probable that they were continuous, while their
farther continuation to the south would seem to be indicated by the
ranges partly characterised by flat-topped spurs that appear in the
middle ground of the final photographs of this series. Beyond (east
of) this stratified range and between it and the serried massifsjua
the background as shown in the photographs used in plotting the
southerly half of this map, with their suggestion of different rock
structure, lies a long uninterrupted ice belt which, according to the
plotting, has an average width corresponding closely to 15 miles.
As to the absolute position of the fault depression in terms of lati-
tude and longitude, neither the map based on Ellsworth's photo-
graphs nor the preliminary newspaper account of the British ex-
pedition can be conclusive. Its S. 15° E. trend and 2oo-mile length
to the end of the British expedition's sledge journey mentioned in
the newspaper accounts fit well with the Society's map. Its western
wall as plotted on the map would tend to indicate that it starts from

